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WESTERN RECORD 

 OLD WEST SHOOTING SOCIETY 

CHABOT COWBOY SHOOTS - WHERE REAL MEN SHOOT REAL GUNS  

SAND DAB SAM SO FAST TIME GOES BACKWARDS!! 
READY and ABLE ANNE TOP COWGIRL AGAIN – FINISHES SIXTH OVERALL!!!!! 

IRISH INVADE TOWN OF CHABOT – WHISKY SHORTAGE FOLLOWS.  
 55 TOP SHOOTER SHOW UP TO “SHOOT-UP TOWN”!!! 

  
For those who find fault in others work, spelling errors have been left in for their amusement. 

 

 
SALT PORK STEVE FILES 

PROTEST WITH SASS – “NO 

WAY SAND DAB IS SO FAST!”  
 

READY AND ABLE ANNE 

FINISHES 6
TH

 OVERALL – 

AGAIN.  SEVERAL COWBOYS 

LEAVE TOWN IN PROTEST.   
 

45-90 WCF NOW THE PISTOL 

CALIBER OF THE DECADE.  
 

     In a dramatic turn around the 

town council of Chabot reversed their 

prior vote and voted down the 

proposed Mega saloon proposed by 

the Howling Wolf Saloon and Gaming 

Corporation and CEO Gus Ashcroft 

left the meeting promising to start 

recall petitions as soon as possible.  

The town council seemed unfazed as 

they had paid handsomely for their 

council seats and could not imagine 

anyone voting against them.   

 The town council votes were 

influenced by the Gouge Eye Saloon 

and their many hired guns.  Gus 

promised to bring in his own guns for 

hire but until then promised to begin 

selling Saloon franchises – for a mere 

$125,000.00 one can open up a 

Howling Wolf Saloon.  The 

anticipated openings would bury the 

Gouge Eye and Gus would rule the 

town of Chabot.  Then he could have 

control over the best trade route West 

of the Mississippi and become 

Governor of California. 

   After the vote 55 rowdy and 

slightly inebriated cowboys, and girls, 

braved the cool weather and engaged 

the traditionally huge, up close targets.  

For the second time this year SASS 

rules were followed to the letter.  

This resulted in incredibly fast times 

and 239 entrants were disqualified for 

various infractions of the well written 

and easily followed rules. Of the 55 

shooters only the top 20 counted as it 

was discovered that the other 35 

where not SASS members so they 

don’t count.            

  The top cowboy was Sand Dab who 

shot so fast on stage five that time 

went backwards – it was incredible.  

Following Sand Dab was Salt Pork 

Steve, German Bon, Vespa Rado and 

$-Eye Dick.  Top cowgirl was Ready 

and Able Annie followed by Hick’s 

Mountain Honey. Thanks to all that 

helped take out the steel and put it 

away.    

 

  
IF YOU NEED COWBOY 

SHOOTING SUPPLIES IN THE 

SAN MATEO AREA LOOK UP 

FRANK TABOR, A.K.A. I. M. 

NOBODY OF TABOR GUNS 

415/589-0505 

471 El Cameno Real 

SAN BRUNO  

  
BRANDY ROSE CLEANS 

HOUSE!! 
Stage one 

   The famous dancer, and singer, 

Brandy Rose was performing for one 

night at the Howling Wolf Pleasure 

Palace & Card Room.  How this 

saloon got such a classy act is a 

mystery to this reporter – even if she 

knows the owner.  There was 

standing room only as a diverse crowd 

awaited Brandy’s appearance.  

Unfortunately among the crowd were 

the unsavory types that usually 

associated themselves with Howling’s 

establishment.  
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  As the curtain was lifted to reveal 

the great Brandy Rose some of the 

patrons could not resist pulling out 

their side-arms and discharging them 

into the air.   

This greatly upset Mrs. Rose but in 

response she pulled out her own 

sixgun and thus began a very 

entertaining exchange of gunfire, with 

Brandy, “cleaning house” as it were.  

Well it could happen.  Brandy took 

5
th

 overall.  First was Salt Pork Steve 

followed by 4-Eye Dick, Sand Dab 

Sam, German Bob and Brandy Rose. 

 

  GOLDEN GATE WESTERN 
WEAR 

Hey!!, Major DeBacle is the proprietor of the 

fine Western Wear Store, and if He don't have 

it, He can probably find It.  Two locations; 

one at  

12153 San Pablo Ave. 

Richmond CA 

510.232.3644 and in Pleasant Hill across from 

Sun Valley Mall 

www.goldengatewesternwear.com 

SPONSOR OF RANGE WAR 96-05 
10% OFF FOR COWBOY SHOOTERS 

 
 SALT PORK STEVE CLEANS 

HOUSE!!! 
Stage two and three 

     While attempting to have a nice 

quiet poker game Salt Pork noticed that 

the Belfast Kid, and Forrest Fire, where 

winning a lion’s share of the pots  

(usually only the big ones).  After two 

hours of losing hand after hand, Salt 

Pork finally figured out the pair were 

dealing seconds, and working the table.   

     Crying foul Salt Pork overturned 

the table and began blasting away with 

sixguns, and shotgun.  Under the 

cover of smoke, both the Kid and 

Forrest Fire unharmed, vowing never 

to return to Salt Pork’s table.  After 

the smoke cleared Salt Pork left for the 

night not being able to find anybody to 

play poker with.  

     Salt Pork got first for both the 

speed stages.  Ready and Able Anne 

gotta 3
rd

 and 5
th

, Sand Dab a 6
th

 and 4
th

, 

and Cyrus a 4
th

 and 7
th

.       

  
IF YOU NEED COWBOY SHOOTING 

SUPPLIES IN THE SACRAMENTO 

AREA LOOK UP GERRY RENVILLE, 

OR DICK PRICE, AKA DIRTY DICK, OF 

RANCHO CORDOVA GUNS, 
916/635-7214 

1951 ZINFINDAL DRIVE 
RANCHO CORDOVA 

 
GANG ROBS BANK AND GETS 

AWAY - EL PASSO GASSO 

GANG NOT SUSPECTED!! 
Stage four 

  The successful morning robbery of 

the Mr. Belfast Kid’s Bank of Ireland 

shocked the small town of Chabot.  

After numerous unsuccessful attempts 

by the El Passo Gang, the townsfolk 

just assumed that they would never 

have a successful robbery.  But last 

Sunday five cowboys burst into the 

Bank and, with an air of 

professionalism never seen by the 

employees or customers (having 

witnessed many of El Passo’s 

attempts) the five desperadoes 

gathered up all of the money in the 

safe (estimated to be about $175,000 

in cash - money that the whiskey 

barons received for their water 

downed whiskey).  And without a 

shot being fired the five very 

professional, and well-dressed I might 

add, strolled out of the bank, and rode 

out of town. 

     Because of the robbery success 

thought to pursuing the El Passo 

Gang.  But who were these desperate 

characters?  The only lead that 

Deputy Sidewinder had was from Dr. 

Tall Trousers who saw German Bob  

behind the bank putting on a mask.  

But knowing he could have been 

preparing for some sort of adult party 

game there were no suspects.  But 

soon after the robbery the saloon 

owners were seen conferring with 

their insurance company to make a 

claim for the stolen money. 

     Sand Dab was tops in the stage 

followed by German Bon, Vespa 

Rado, Panhandle Place, and Salt Pork 

Steve.  Top cowgirl was Ready and 

Able Anne – 6
th

 overall. 

 BRAKEMAN JOHN GUNS 

DOWN RUSTLERS - SAVES 

HERD!! 
Stage five 

Do not bring a knife to a gunfight, 

and if your facing Brakeman John (the 

scourge of the West), bring more than 

14 men and bring a rifle that is not a 

.38.  With his trusty Winchester, and 

two sixshooters, Brakeman faced 

down a gang of rustlers.  Asking 

them to put up their irons, the gang 

made the mistake of going for the 

smoke wagons.  In less than a ½ a  

minute Brakeman laid waste to the 

gang and saved the cattle.     

     That’s right.  With rifle and 

sixgun Brakeman got’m in a tad over 

22 seconds – and they were all 

knock-down targets.  Numero-uno 

was Sand Dab and with shooting the 

bonus target ended up with a negative 

.16 seconds. Following Sand Dab was 

German Bob, Panhandle Place, Vespa 

Rado, and Brakeman John.  

 

SHOOTS FOR THIS YEAR 

CHABOT 

REGULAR SHOOT DATES: 
 

THIRD SUNDAY OF EVERY ODD 

MONTH. 

YOLO & RICHMOND 

CHECK THE GUNSLINGER WEB 

SITE FOR DATES. 

 

WELL THAT'S IT UNTIL NEXT 

TIME........ 

"CREDO QUIA 

ABSURDUM" 


